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Held the Title Thirty Yearn Before
He Was Installed.
T o n u s Estrada Palma, did not
consider it extraordinary that he. a
country schoolmaster of New York
Stat©, should be transformed suddenly Into president of the republic
of Cuba. In his own mind he had
been the legal possessor of the high
title nearly thirty years before he
was installed on May 20. 1902. Had
not t h e revolutionists formally elected nlm their leader between skirmishes with the Spanish tyrants in
the ten-years' war? To his peaceful
neighbors at Central Valley, where
he conducted his school for eighteen
years of the waiting period, he said
little, but the few who knew his history had heard how he persisted in
claiming the office even in the midst
of his captivity in a Spanish fortress.
' "I am president of the Cuban republic," he had said to his guards,
when they demanded his "occupation" in the course of a census at
the battlemented prison among the
Pyrenees in 1878.
His election, threrefore. after the
Spanish-American war, he looked
upon merely as a restoration of his
rights. With no special elation,
though with the modesty that has
always characterized him, he leaped
out of enforced obscurity Into the
Havana palace once occupied by the
gay-lived captains general of Spain.
As if he had been accustomed to his

T h e Italian colony in Venezuela
Is next In importance to the Spanish
and numbers 10,000 souls, says the
Chicago News. Of course, naturalized Italians and their descendants
are not counted in this number. If
they were the colony would be twice
as numerous as it is. Italians axe
scattered everywhere around the
country. As a rule they are engaged
in trade on a very small scale and
many work for the few American
and German Arms, which almost enJoy the monopoly of Venezuelan
commerce. But there are some great
Italian firms as well, such as Boccardo, InvernUlo and Mondoln, and
these have begun to Import Italian
products,
competing
successfully
with English and German goods of a
similar kind.
There are, besides,
several Industrial concerns run and
financed by Italians, the most Important being the coal mines at
Narlcual,
the railways between
Guanta and Barcelona and the harbor works at Guanta.
These concerns cannot thrive In a country
which affords absolutely no security
for capital and where the law Is
either Ignored or violated during the
frequent revolutions which succeed
each other with painful regularity.
Since 1811, when the independence of Venezuela was recognized,
there have been over fifty large revolutions, not counting the lesser ones
that run into hundreds and all these
are classed under different names
and distinguished bv different colored flugs. in order perhaps to show
that they form part of the national
Institutions of the country
The
origin of revolutions in Venezuela
Is to be found tn the struggle for supremacy between the white and colored population, but by their frequent repetition they have been the
cause of a complete political degeneration and at the present day the
object of a revolution Is always a
more or less organized fight among
brigands for political power and a
scramble for the pilfering of the
public treasury. Every' change of
government Is either preceded or
followed by a revolution. The armies
«f the republic are recruited among
the criminal classes and Nlromedes
Zuloaga, the compiler and commentator of the civil code of Venezuela, after regretfully admitting
as much in the preface of his work,
goes on to say that as the chief offices of the state are given to men
*rom the army, Venezuela is governed by a class of persons who. in
any other country, would have peopled the prisons
The constitution of the republic la
very liberal Individual property and
inviolability of correspondence are
•guaranteed, while freedom of trade
and a free press are supposed to exist as well.
Besides military conscription
is abolished,
though,
strange as It may appear, both the
government and revolutionary armies are kept up and raised by
means of forced recruiting and
•wholesale pressing of free citizens.
Private property is at the mercy of
generals and civil and military governors, who are at liberty to annex
.. I t whenever they get a chance, .
Even members of parliament are
treated like criminals in Venezuela
and the president very often issues
an order for the arrest of any member whose political opinions are at
variance with his own. Property is
subject to seizure or destruction by
the government or the revolutionists.
The coal mines at Narlcual
were furnished with an expensive
plant, railways, stores and many
buildings for the miners and their
families.
One fine day a body of
troops came on the spot, fired on t h e
Italians and then proceeded to destroy and burn down everything they
came across. What could be saved
from the wreck was carried away by
the governor of Barcelona, who utilised the materials in building a
country house on an island in the
river Never!.
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.Cases of wanton devastation a r e
very frequent. Two Italian brothers
who had rented a vast tract of land,
and after long years of labor had reclaimed it and had it under crop,
were suddenly expelled from the
country and their property destroyed, simply because they were suspected of having revolutionary Ideas.
The armies of this republic that
defies with impunity the great powers of Europe are truly wonderful In
their way. General Matos during the
TevolutiOB Be Beaded Ivas in command of no less than fifteen a r m ;
corps. Each of these was under a
general in chief command, two division generals, two generals of brigade, a chief of staff, also a general
and many other superior officers,
while each army corps consisted of
1,000 men! The men are barefooted
and almost unclad. Their only attempt at uniform Is half a dried
pumpkin, which they wear on their
heads during the march and which
they use as a water bottle and a soup
dish tn camp. This wonderful headgear i s called "tutuma."
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